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ABSTRACT


This report is written based on internship program at Solopos.com in PT Aksara Solopos, Surakarta. The objective of this report is to explain the internship activities done as a content aggregator of entertainment, international, lifestyle, and technology news from 19 January to 19 March 2016 at Solopos.com.

This report shows the internship activities done regarding with journalism especially at online media including joining journalism training, rewriting specific news themes from English sources, writing the news from live TV show, writing referential articles, and writing news report. From those activities, rewriting the news was the daily activity that should be done from week to week. This report also shows that having good skills of reading, writing, and translating texts are obviously required. In addition, understanding Indonesian grammar is also needed since it relates to good journalism writing. As the result, the writer produced more than 150 news texts.
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